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!!! 
 
It’s a funny title for a segment, but it is appropriate.  I don’t want to be too flippant with 
dismissals of inflammatory market events like ‘Brexit’ as simply hype.  There is very real 
macro fundamental shifting going on behind the hype.  But in market management, 
macro fundamentals play out over long stretches of time and nobody knows exactly how 
all the moving parts are going to affect the subject of the hype (in this case Britain and 
the EU), let alone the asset markets we are tasked to invest in, trade or avoid. 
 
This is where market psychology comes into play, hence the ‘!!!’ title.  As already noted, 
I get the feeling that the Brexit drama was an exclamation point on the global 
deflationary phase that has been in play since 2011, when the acute phase of the ‘Euro 
Crisis’ first erupted (sending gold to 1900+ an ounce).  You may recall that silver and 
commodities had already blown off and blown out but gold pulled in the risk ‘off’ bid 
amid a developing deflationary force.  It then blew out and global deflation ensued. 
 
The US and its world’s reserve currency got off easy, with a Goldilocks environment 
pulling capital into its markets, enriching its services sectors while impairing 
manufacturing in general and exporters in particular.  But here we consider the old (albeit 
true) cliché that the US is predominantly a service economy.   
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I have had input from people telling me that there is no inflation and the crisis in Europe 
will panic capital into US markets and drive the US dollar upward.  But my question to 
them is this; have we not had that environment since 2011?  Is the Brexit drama not just 
an alarming symptom of something that began in the Euro crisis’s acute phase in 2011?  
Do markets sometimes ‘sell the news’ if it is good and ‘buy the news’ if it is bad? 
 
I am not saying to buy Europe.  I am however, buying the news about Brexit and its 
global deflationary implications by putting forth and buying the ‘inflation trade’ we have 
been projecting, gauging and managing for some time now.  As you know, I got a little 
over excited last week when silver rammed upward vs. gold, advancing the view.   
 
The reason I say over excited is because it is exciting when my tools provide rare signals.  
It can be boring writing ‘status quo’ reports every week and really, that had been the case 
since the silver-gold ratio turned down in 2011, until 2015 when we began the 
Macrocosm theme, last July.  The implication had been global deflation and a bearish 
view for many global markets, commodities and of course, the precious metals.   
 
Still, I may be too deliberate for excitement seekers, but I can only be me.  Being me 
meant fleshing out said Macrocosm theme and the potential changes forthcoming as gold 
asserted leadership over commodities.  We looked ahead to a time when gold would lead 
currencies and importantly to the gold mining case, stock markets.  Well it’s ✔, ✔ & ✔ 
with a bonus ✔ in the form of our recently added ‘gold vs. US and global bonds’ ratios.  
We will update the whole cavalcade in the now-standard ‘Gold vs.’ segment below. 
 
But to close this segment, let’s consider one of the most sensitive ‘gold vs.’ of all, gold 
vs. silver.  On the first chart below, it is the only item that has broken down (i.e. silver vs. 
gold has broken upward, which we have been watching for like a hawk; no pun 
intended).   While I am as concerned about the next guy about the speculation in silver, 
I’ll be damned if I am going to abandon a thesis that is working perfectly because I am 
afraid of the wild speculation, momentum and what looks like short covering currently in 
play.  We will abandon the thesis only if Silver-Gold is head faking and bull trapping. 
 
Treasury bonds are screaming higher as capital flies into US markets (potentially a blow 
off to the ‘global capital flees to the safety of US Treasuries’ story) but it is also fleeing 
to the precious metals… only with silver now leading.  That implies that next play is risk 
‘on’ relative to 2011’s risk ‘off’.  People chasing the Euro Crisis trade now may have 
already missed it, forming a large counter party to a developing risk ‘on’ scenario.   
 
One variation of an inflationary scenario could see the US Fed jerk back to hawk mode 
once the market gets a load of underlying strength in the Semiconductor Equipment 
sector, its implications for Semi manufacturing and for general US manufacturing (ref. 
again the persistently firm ‘prices paid’ components by US manufacturers).   
 
The market could initially punish silver and gold if it gets wind of hawkish Fed 
rumblings, but the silver-gold ratio and commodities may have already painted the Fed as 
being behind the curve.  They may not be able to raise rates fast enough, one day.   
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Gold vs. 
 
Gold has broken down vs. silver and that is the first and most sensitive step on the way to 
an overt inflationary environment.  Au-Oil is suspect but has not made a lower low.  Gold 
made a lower high vs. Palladium before dropping.  That can be watched as well.  
Generally, a risk ‘on’ inflation environment would see gold either break down or flat line 
vs. commodities positively correlated to the global economy.   
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Gold vs. stock markets continues to be constructive for the gold mining sector from a 
psychological ‘sector fundamental’ standpoint.  i.e. gold (and now more so, silver) is 
where the action is at and casino patrons are noticing.   
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Gold-Currencies are all bullish and even Gold-Yen is constructive.  The global 
confidence game is in tatters right now, just as we projected a year ago. 
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Gold-Bonds is a similar theme.  It was absolutely vital to the case of the counter cyclical 
gold sector that casino patrons choose gold over Central Bank manipulated confidence 
paper.  Beyond that, gold is also rising vs. more speculative EM and High Yield paper.   
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Precious Metals – Gold & Silver 
 
Gold has closed a week at a higher high to 2015, which was the 2nd step in calling it a 
technical bull market.  It long ago exceeded the EMA 75 and back tested it. 
 

 
 
Silver has done likewise, but it did it in more dynamic fashion, as usual.  It’s why I call 
silver gold’s wild little brother.   
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Gold’s daily pattern measures to 1400. 
 

 
 
 
 
Silver’s daily pattern measures to 20 and that is where it went on Friday. 
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Precious Metals – Commitments of Traders (CoT), Manipulation & Momentum 
 
Considering that gold and especially silver are running on emotional momentum now and 
the CoTs are at unprecedented bearish levels, I think it is time to revisit the theme that we 
began in NFTRH 384 back in February. 
 
That theme was that bull market rules are different than bear market rules and that the 
bull market in silver beginning at the start of last decade was “birthed in short covering”. 
 
Here is the historical graph once again showing the persistently bearish CoT trend in 
silver into 2004, which is similar to today’s structure.  As for the larger absolute levels of 
net shorting (especially in gold), I don’t think we can compare ‘apples to oranges’ as the 
sizes and internals of these markets are likely very different than they were at the 
beginning of last decade. 
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Here is part of what NFTRH 384 had to say… 
 
“There is precedent for such a deplorable state of the CoT in silver in the early stages of 
a bull market. Today looks comparable to 2002 with respect to net commercial shorting 
in silver, which actually bottomed in late 2001 at $4 an ounce and did not start its 
obvious bull market until late 2003. But even then the net commercial shorting was very 
intense. 
 
The implication is – and let’s remember that the letter writer is wearing his tin foil hat at 
the moment – silver was being leaned on heavily by the shorts and its bull market was 
birthed in short covering. Yes, it’s the old gold bug standby, the fabled running of the 
various banks, policy entities and quasi governmental entities tasked with keeping a 
heavy hand on the precious metals, which if left unattended might indicate widespread 
monetary chicanery if they get out of the barn.” 
 
I am not someone who discounts manipulation outright.  It happens and I think it happens 
in silver more so than in gold.  It happens in all markets to varying degrees and through 
various mechanisms.  I think the above represent a significant risk factor to the prices of 
gold and silver because a CoT structure that is very ‘commercial net short’ and 
‘speculator net long’ is always in place at significant corrective points.  Often, so too are 
blow off dynamics.* 
 
This momentum looks like a profit taking opportunity (profit taking is always a good 
thing and you do not owe any gold bug, miner or tout your allegiance) in progress for 
traders and those who want to lock in gains.  But what happened last week rammed home 
some important technical confirmations as well.   
 
Since I have been trading all along, I have been routinely taking profits on the sector and 
may do so again.  But the signals now coming into place portray any coming correction – 
you know, the one that never seems to arrive but for quick reactions – as an opportunity 
to buy a bull market.   
 
The momentum feels to me like a mini version of 2011, where you just knew that every 
financial refugee on the planet had pile driven into silver and then gold.  But there is no 
way, in my opinion, that this is anything but the launch of a new bull market.   
 
Short-term, the sector deserves a good cleaning, but I cannot believe a large portion of 
gold and silver’s ultimate sponsors have been brought in yet.  They are still huddling in 
Treasury bonds and realizing that a globally diversified ‘stocks for the long run’ 
philosophy is outmoded.  
 
 
* Lest anyone think I am calling this anything resembling the terminal 2011 blow offs, 
that is not the case.  I am calling this a potential blow off within the second stage of the 
precious metals launch phase.  We noted stage 1’s ‘Launch!’ back on March 4.  
https://nftrh.com/2016/03/04/launch/.   
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Precious Metals – Miners 
 
HUI weekly hit and closed above the long-standing 251 target last week, ending at 257. 
 

 
 
In an update on June 28 we noted the bullish looking pattern on HUI daily.  We also 
assigned a measured target of 275 to it.  The reason I think it can get there is that Huey is 
not particularly over bought on the daily (RSI).  HUI popped the neckline on Friday. 
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We also noted a bull flag on GDXJ and couple of the stocks I hold, NGD and SAND (one 
miner, one royalty).  Let’s check them out as well.   
 
I was pleased to see NGD finally get off its butt on Friday.  It looks destined for a  higher 
high now after trying my patience.  SAND also required patience, but I exhibited little of 
it in selling the pop into the Brexit hysterics and quickly buying it back on the immediate 
drop.  This was noted in Tuesday’s update along with what looks like solid support. 
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Precious Metals – Indicators 
 
Well, we have the gold ratios in the ‘Gold vs.’ segment and they are all bullish, with the 
caveat of Gold-Oil’s potential pressure on Q2’s bottom line reporting season.  Gold’s 
breakdown vs. silver is actually bullish for the sector.   
 
We have reviewed the details of the dangerous CoT configurations as well.  Let’s take a 
look at other relevant items, beginning with Sentiment.  Last week we noted that the only 
thing more over loved than the gold stock sector was volatility.   
 
Well, what a difference a week of market hysteria makes.  Volatility has been destroyed 
as market participants recover their wits, post mini-panic.  As for gold, it is part of the 
risk ‘off’ trade with bonds.  If risk is going back on, so far neither of these items has 
gotten the memo.   
 
 

       
 
 
 
But it is important to look squarely at the situation without getting emotional.  I am going 
to write to you that the precious metals are in a vulnerable CoT situation and are very 
bearish on a sentiment-based contrarian risk vs. reward basis. 
 
Can you take it?  I am not talking to the gold bugs who dump their subscription the 
minute they either feel the precious metals are a lock and they no longer need guidance or 
when I fail to wave pom poms or heaven forbid, write something uncomfortable. 
 
I am talking to you, dear level headed reader.  The sector is at risk, sentiment-wise. 
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The HUI-Gold ratio is long-since on its bull market signal.  This supports the earlier 
assertion that corrections can be bought. 
 

 
 
The Silver-Gold ratio made a big time signal last week.  Simply review recent posts at 
https://nftrh.com/ for more close up details.  In breaking above the EMA 80, it did a 
bullish thing that nominal gold and silver did long ago.  In making a higher high it was 
even better.  But the ratio is not through long-term lateral resistance.  So not only would 
it pay to keep an even pulse on the precious metals, but also on the ‘inflation trade’ 
scenario that I have been making a big deal about lately.  This chart has not yet broken all 
of its big picture restraints.   
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Here is the daily view, which is much noisier in line with the deafening week just gone 
by.  We noted Silver-Gold’s refusal to buckle under the fear of the Brexit drama.  If 
deflation and destruction were to be the play, gold would have screamed higher vs. silver.   
 

 
 
 
Precious Metals Bottom Line 
 
I think it is reasonable to assume that when this blow off within a launch does terminate, 
the pullback could be significant.  The miners seem to have higher to go (HUI 275?) and 
we all know that unbridled momentum can go higher than a reasonable person might 
think possible.  Also on the miners, I am keeping a thought toward Q2 reporting, which 
begins this month, and the gold/oil ratio, which was weak in Q2.  I am also keeping in 
mind the over bullish sentiment.   
 
But it is a bull market of some kind.  Enough indicators are in place now to call 
corrections buying opportunities.  That would be for those trading out to get back in and 
for investors to add to positions held.  As for spreading out to non-precious metals areas, 
if silver continues to out perform gold and inflation signals continue to come in, 
commodities would become a prime target.  
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Commodities 
 
Let me introduce you to CRB’s bullish weekly MACD signal, finally going green above 
0 in fulfillment of the positive divergence we have noted for many months now.  This 
looks like a classic bottom.   
 

 
 
CRB daily held the 50 day averages and bounced.  RSI went positive.  If markets get 
dusted up we’d look to the 180’s as key support. 
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Crude Oil is still dealing with resistance at 50.  If risk continues to go back ‘on’ in 
markets, it could get through there.  If not, the MA 200 awaits.   
 

 
 
NatGas, so beaten down for so long keeps motoring upward.  FGC is what I hold for this 
sector (hat tip to subscriber Joe).   
 

 
 
Copper popped but needs to show a higher high to March and May to be taken seriously. 
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Palladium surged above the moving averages; neutral.  Higher high needed.  Ditto PLAT.  
 

 
 
Agricultural hit the projected support zone.   
 

 
 
REE’s dropped nearly to support and will look to make a higher high in order to continue 
the bull rally. 
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US Stock Market 
 
This is a market intent on using sentiment and emotion to screw everybody over.  The 
indexes are back to where they were before the theatrics.  They are neutral. 
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The weekly charts are intact with SPX and Dow having a bullish feel and NDX a more 
bearish one.  Let’s remember that exceeding the April highs was key to going bullish.  
They have not done that yet. 
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Banks remain bearish, Semis bullish and Biotech bearish but worth watching.  If markets 
maintain their post-Brexit risk ‘on’ stance, BTK could make another run at resistance. 
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Housing is neutral-bullish and the other two are bearish but above support. 
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Energy is still constructive but dealing with resistance, IHI did not quite test 125 before 
rebounding to a new high.  I bought this one instead of buying back XLV but have the 
latter as a priority as well should the market go bullish.  The same goes for XLE (or IYE). 
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The broad market is intact, save for the Transports.   
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Market & Macro Indicators 
 
Interestingly, Small Cap leadership got hammered on the big upset but then recovered 
into the post-2015 up channel.  It also however, remains in the down channel from a year 
ago.  Boy, this market hates showing its cards, doesn’t it? 
 

 
 
Semiconductor leadership is wobbly, but with an upward bias.   
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Nominal Junk bonds went up but declined vs. Treasury and Investment Grade bonds last 
week, but that is due to the strange dynamic in play where both risk ‘on’ (Junk, silver-
gold ratio, stocks, etc.) and risk ‘off’ items (T bonds, gold) are getting fed (no pun 
intended whatsoever).  I don’t see this divergence in Junk as market-negative.   
 

 
 
 
 
Is the Equity Put/Call releasing its pressure on the market?  The moving average is still 
up trending but the look of the channel continues to say “maybe, give it some time”. 
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VIX got brutalized by massive relief after Brexit proved to be exactly what we called it, 
an inflammatory market event likely to bring on a relief bounce.  Boy did it ever.  VIX 
crashed support last week. 
 

 
 
Now a look at the 2 Horsemen that often ride together.  The gold-silver ratio (GSR) broke 
down but Uncle Buck refused to do so as well.  Who is diverging who?  The gold-silver 
ratio ticked our target zone in the low-mid 80’s (w/ potential to 90) at the beginning of 
the year and thus is a candidate to break down.  But USD is not getting the memo.  So if 
just maybe the GSR is on a whipsaw before turning up again, it would be a warning on 
almost everything that went up last week.  We should consider all possibilities. 
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Palladium vs. gold is still on an economic down signal.  Ideally it would turn up as a 
cross reference to the positive Semiconductor Equipment view, as was the case in 
January of 2013.   
 

 
 
Banks broke down with interest rates and gold popped to its bull market signal with risk 
‘off’ and inflation both seemingly in play together.  At some point the banks could be a 
good trade if rates reverse.  Gold would not need to go down if long-term yields rise 
better than short-term yields (and yield curves rise).   
 

 
 
But that is not happening right now.   
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Nominal US yields are still trending down for 2016, as bonds trend up.  The 2 year is at 
the trend line now.  This would be the time for yields to bounce (bonds to drop, risk to go 
‘on’) if it is going to happen.   
 

 
 
Treasury bond yields are after all following global bonds down the toilet and yet the US 
economy does not warrant it.  Nor do inflation signals embedded in the economy. 
 

 
 
Speaking of inflation, our friends up north get the last word. 
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Global Stock Markets 
 
Europe clings to critical support, Canada holds support and Japan is bearish but at critical 
support, similar to Europe.   
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The World is still bearish, London is bullish and Australia held support last week. 
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Emerging is still below all significant resistance but also still in a bullish Inverted H&S 
posture.  India is something I did not even think of selling during the market downturns 
last week.  The pattern looks too good.  China large caps are still going nowhere.   
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Currencies (we let the chart do the talking this week) 
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Market Sentiment & Internals (graphs from Sentimentrader.com & Yardeni.com) 
 
Smart/Dumb money are neutral.   
 

 
 
 
Optimism and pessimism are generally in that area as well.  That big lurch in pessimism 
served to reset sentiment for the inevitable bounce.   
 

 
 
 
The July seasonal pattern based on 30 years of history tends to be positive for the first 
half of the month and then get rocky as da boyz is well into martini mode in da Hamptins.  
In other words, its summer dog days vacation season.   
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Some sectors have sagged below their MA 200s, which is bearish.  Others, like 
Industrials, Materials and Healthcare have sagged to their 200s, but are in potentially 
bullish ‘W’ patterns.  Still others, like Consumer Staples, Energy Telecom and Utes look 
fine above their MA 200s. 
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Long-term, sectors relative to the S&P 500 continue to show strength related to the 
consumer and potential new bull markets in the ratios of Utes and Telecom Services to 
the S&P 500.   
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NFTRH+, Trading Notes, etc.   
 
Last week:  “So it is pretty clear where the sentiment risk is (precious metals, Treasury 
bonds, put protection, etc.) and where the sentiment reward is (long stocks).  I think that 
once the hype has worn down the market will find its footing.  That’s what I think.”   
 
That is what happened in the broad market, and the sentiment picture in precious metals 
and Treasury bonds remains dangerously over bullish.   
 
Last week:  “But back on the subject of charts and the facts they present, I will respect 
losses of support per the segments above and while not keen on expanding short 
positioning now, I will certainly sell whatever is needed to preserve 2016’s gains.” 
 
As it turned out profits were taken on short positioning but also several longs broke noted 
stop loss levels and with no hedging, were jettisoned.  As the bounce began to take shape 
positions were re-taken and I am currently something I have not been in months, without 
any short exposure anywhere.  That’s an odd feeling.  Ironically, I held relatively firm in 
the precious metals because as noted in an update, the sector held up technically and even 
sported a bullish look by daily charts.  
 
As for two recent Semiconductor Equipment highlights, AMAT was held through the 
whole disturbance and LRCX was sold when it broke below the big breakout line.  It was 
bought back quickly on the first day of bounce relief.  We’ll look at these Semi 
Equipment companies and several other items that have been either highlighted at the site 
or in this report segment.  We’ll avoid those that have either hit target or exploded 
upward on momentum and also those that failed, generally per stop loss parameters.  To 
save space, MACD and RSI are removed from most of the charts.  These are not 
comprehensive technical updates, just quick reviews. 
 
AMAT (weekly) is flagging on the weekly view and never quite got to support at 21.  
That in my opinion, would be a place to buy/add if the market has another negative 
reaction up its sleeve near-term.  The EMA 35 is rising to that support area. 
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LRCX (weekly) whipsawed above resistance and failed to get back above it on the 
market’s relief bounce.  I bought the near 80.  It is still in a bullish Ascending Triangle.   
 

 
 
AMGN (weekly) remains in its Symmetrical Triangle after faking a breakdown. 
 

 
 
I was shaken out of CRY as it lost support very temporarily.  Whipsawed!  It is 
technically fine on the weekly chart.  Daily too. 
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GS (weekly) was bearish when first presented many months ago and still is.  The target 
was 130 and it is still working its way down there. 
 

 
 
PFE (weekly) is at new highs.  I personally sold it way too soon.   
 

 
 
FARO (daily) is all done making nice, bullish flags.  It dropped hard to test the SMA 200 
and I bought it.  It is now testing the 50 MAs.   
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The reason I gave it a shot is because it is a quality company and its weekly chart is still 
in a series of higher highs and higher lows. 
 

 
 
DEPO daily still targets 24+ and on Thursday and Friday crept back above support and a 
short-term trend line to boot.   
 

 
 
IRBT never held its break above resistance but has so far held support.   
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TEI held support during the market’s Brexit upset.  It will be spitting out its $.20/share 
quarterly dividend on July 14.   
 

 
 
 
Staying on the macro, India made a thus far perfect test of lateral and channel support at 
27.  I did not add to it because it is already a large position (via INDA).  As noted, this 
was held calmly as long as that bullish pattern – which we review each week in the 
Global Markets segment – still exists. 
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For reference, here is the big monthly view of India’s Bombay 30 Sensex. 
 

 
 
Finally, pardon the tiny graphics on some miners that I own or have owned.  But I want 
to show that there is disparity in the sector with some items, like SLW and SSRI over 
bought, and others, like NGD and SAND just getting going.  KGI.TO and PG.TO did not 
trade on Friday due to Canada’s holiday, so maybe they will catch up.  KGI in particular 
had better get going because its chart is not a thing of beauty.   
 

 
 
 
 
NFTRH+ updates are emailed directly to subscribers who opt in (send request to 
gt@biiwii.com).  Alternatively, subscribers may wish to sign up for direct email or the 
RSS feed at nftrh.com to receive all posts, public and private, including NFTRH+. 
 
A reminder that chart based NFTRH+ updates are just trade setup ideas, which may not be revisited as the 
parameters are already noted. They are meant as a starting point for further research if interested. 
Fundamentals-based ideas are also provided for your further research only (I am not a fundamental stock 
analyst). I will not personally buy every item highlighted and will sometimes sell – without prior notice 
(because this takes time and resource away from NFTRH’s main functions) – any item that I do buy, below 
target, which is something I often do as a trader. 
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Wrap Up 
 
 

! Last week, discussing the broad market & gold:  “BREXIT beat BREMAIN but is 
not yet indicated to be a disaster.  As of now, Friday was just an oh so predictable 
reaction by emotional and off sides players.  The rubber will meet the road over 
the next week.  I for one am not feeling very bearish on the US market.  Gold was 
insurance before and it is insurance after.” 

 
! It never pays to chase hype-fueled momentum, down or up. 

 
! In last week’s Wrap Up we talked about a progression toward an inflationary 

environment.  We continued this at the website in real time, as silver assumed 
leadership over gold.  That has been the primary indicator we have been waiting 
for.  However, silver-gold is at long-term resistance.  Also, yield curves have not 
turned up and inflation expectations are still planted for a dirt nap.   

 
! HUI targets 275, gold and silver have broken long-term resistance and the whole 

enchilada is at risk by sentiment and CoT.  What else is new? 
 

! The momentum is at once scary and exciting, but a steady view is key to keep our 
perspective.  We are managing the (would-be) coming of a new phase that would 
see scores of players off sides in bonds and risk ‘off’, convinced inflation is dead 
and the world is dying a deflationary death.  Meanwhile global policy makers do 
all they can to scare people out of their currencies and into assets.   

 
! The US is participating too, in that its economy is stable and it is taking the global 

strife as an excuse to not raise the funds rate.  The play in the US, if it is what I 
think it is, would be that the Fed fell behind the curve (the same curve that has not 
yet started to rise).  So we may be early, it is July (a month that often sees low 
volume market upsets) and things could be rocky in the interim. 

 
! US markets have recouped post-Brexit losses to what should be no one’s surprise.  

I think that this stimulus (negative and positive) has been digested and the market 
is back where it started, attempting to negate a bearish trend situation.  The April 
highs were the parameter and some indexes got above them while others are 
negatively diverging.   

 
! I am interested in the Q2 reporting season that is about to begin.  If companies 

like AMAT and LRCX continue to perform, our analysis on Semis will be good 
analysis.  If not, it will be bad analysis.  If it is good analysis it would play into a 
developing ‘inflationary growth’ theme.   

 
! In that case, we would continue to shift toward a bullish commodity view along 

with certain global markets that benefit from a US inflation problem.   
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Portfolios 
 
This segment will be abbreviated and simplified during the volatile period of potential 
market changes as indicated in the analysis above, as I personally plan to trade the 
markets with extreme decisiveness.  Normal portfolios may return* when new trends are 
established that can be managed longer-term.  The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was 
+152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time tracking was suspended (4.6.14). 
 
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 pages, 
their value to the overall service is being evaluated.   
 
With reference to a future bull market opportunity we list some precious metals relative ‘quality’ equities 
defined for our purposes, but certainly not limited to the following (list is altered as new 
information/opinion becomes available).  They are meant as a starting point for further research and not as 
recommendations… 
 

• Royalty:  RGLD, FNV, SLW, SAND 
• Established Miners:  GOLD, AEM, NEM, GG, NGD, SSRI 
• Smaller Miners: KGI.TO, KLDX, BTG, TGZ.TO, EDV.TO, SAM.TO 
• Developer/Exploration:  PG.TO, AAU, PVG, AKG, SBB.TO (w/ political risk now in play) 
• Highest quality of all:  Physical Gold 

 
NFTRH recommends incakolanews.blogspot.com for quality junior miner research 
 
The following are not recommendations.  They are simply a snapshot of what I, a very 
different market participant than you, happen to hold at this time. 
 
Rather recount the trading of one casino patron during a frenetic week, let’s just note that 
for both portfolios things were covered, things were sold, things were bought, and simply 
show how they are currently constructed without the wordiness.  Cash was deployed in 
line with the reduced risk profile, post-Brexit, but it seems I failed to do any profit taking 
by Friday (a busy day elsewhere).  I’ll seek to de-risk with cash or shorts if/as needed.  
 
Brokerage:  Cash & equiv. (FDLXX, SHY) = 77%.  Holdings:  CCMP, DBA, DEPO 
GCC, GG, IHI, INDA, KGI.TO, SAND, SLW & SOXX. 
 
Roth IRA:  Cash = 72%.  Holdings:  AMAT, FARO, FCG, IRBT, KLDX, LRCX, NGD 
& TEI. 
 
Trading:  SPY short covered, as noted would be the case if market relief looked likely.   
 
NFTRH is not to be distributed to third parties without prior written consent 

Notes From the Rabbit Hole (NFTRH) is a weekly market report in which we provide analysis on financial 
markets.  We make every effort to provide accurate and high quality content, but this analysis ultimately 
represents our opinions and these opinions are provided without warranty or guarantee of any kind.  In no 
event will NFTRH.com, Biiwii.com or their owner, Gary Tanashian, be liable for any decision made or 
action taken by you based upon the information and/or opinion provided in NFTRH.   

NFTRH.com/Biiwii.com ToS available for review here: http://nftrh.com/about-tos/terms-of-service/ 


